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Everest, the major motion picture from Universal Pictures, is set for wide release on September
18, 2015. Read The Climb, Anatoli Boukreev (portrayed by Ingvar Sigurðsson in the film) and G.
Weston DeWalt’s compelling account of those fateful events on Everest.In May 1996 three
expeditions attempted to climb Mount Everest on the Southeast Ridge route pioneered by Sir
Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay in 1953. Crowded conditions slowed their progress. Late in
the day twenty-three men and women-including expedition leaders Scott Fischer and Rob Hall-
were caught in a ferocious blizzard. Disoriented and out of oxygen, climbers struggled to find
their way down the mountain as darkness approached. Alone and climbing blind, Anatoli
Boukreev brought climbers back from the edge of certain death. This new edition includes a
transcript of the Mountain Madness expedition debriefing recorded five days after the tragedy,
as well as G. Weston DeWalt's response to Into Thin Air author Jon Krakauer.

The Climb is Russian mountaineer Anatoli Boukreev's account of the harrowing May 1996
Mount Everest attempt, a tragedy that resulted in the deaths of eight people. The book is also
Boukreev's rebuttal to accusations from fellow climber and author Jon Krakauer, who, in his
bestselling memoir, Into Thin Air, suggests that Boukreev forfeited the safety of his clients to
achieve his own climbing goals. Investigative writer and Climb coauthor G. Weston DeWalt uses
taped statements from the surviving climbers and translated interviews from Boukreev to piece
together the events and prove to the reader that Boukreev's role was heroic, not opportunistic.
Boukreev refers to the actions of expedition leader Scott Fischer throughout the ascent, implying
that factors other than the fierce snowstorm may have caused this disaster. This new account
sparks debate among both mountaineers and those who have followed the story through the
media and Krakauer's book. Readers can decide for themselves whether Boukreev presents a
laudable defense or merely assuages his own bruised ego. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherThis newest edition of the bestselling account of the
1996 Everest disaster now includes never before published transcripts of the climbers'
debriefing from the Everest base camp. This new material is a must for all followers of the
Everest story and includes the climbers first reactions to events. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.From Kirkus ReviewsMountain guide Boukreev tells his version of the
events of the May 1996 Mt. Everest disaster, in which five climbers died, in an effort to clear his
name of damning allegations made in Jon Krakauer's bestselling Into Thin Air. Boukreev is well
known in climbing circles as a good, tough, experienced guide, not especially personable or
given to pampering the clients, but utterly reliable, especially in tight situations. So it came as a
shock when Krakauer called into question Boukreev's behavior on that fateful day: Why had the
guide raced down the mountain before his clients? Was it because he was improperly dressed



and climbing without supplemental oxygen? Was it true he ``cut and ran'' when needed most, as
charged by a Boukreev client whom Krakauer quotes? Boukreev provides a detailed history of
his team's expedition (the book is told as an alternating duet, with Boukreev doing the play-by-
play and investigative filmmaker DeWalt handling long swaths of color commentary), of the
things that went right on the climb and the many that went wrong, as well as a minute
examination of his climbing philosophy. And he successfully parries Krakauer's accusations: He
was appropriately dressed and has photos to prove it; he climbs without supplemental oxygen
because he feels it makes him stronger, not weaker, especially in situations where oxygen runs
out; and, indeed, oxygen was fast running out for his clients, which is why he hurried down, with
the consent of his team's leader, to be prepared to ferry tanks back up if needed. Not that the
book is without its own glitches, such as inconsistency (``You can receive a lot more information
observing the clients' external appearance'' and ``Appearances meant nothing''). Such a pall of
anger and defensiveness hangs over Boukreev's account that only those with a personal interest
in his reputation will find much solace in his story. -- Copyright ©1997, Kirkus Associates, LP. All
rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Fast-paced and
easy to read, Boukreev's story of adventure and survival will remain in the reader's memory long
after the book is finished."-- "Library Journal""One of the most amazing rescues in
mountaineering history, performed single-handedly a few hours after climbing Everest without
oxygen by a man some describe as the Tiger Woods of Himalayan climbing."-- "Wall Street
Journal"Boukreev acted with extraordinary heroism...[In The Climb] first-person anecdotes, plus
excerpts from taped base-camp interviews, are skillfully fleshed out by coauthor G. Weston
DeWalt.-- "Rock & Ice Magazine"James engages vocal emotion to capture the terror of unstable
crevasses, relentless wind, frostbite and oxygen-starved struggles to walk.--
"AudioFile"Powerful...a breath of risk, sometimes bitter clarity...Boukreev did the one thing that
denies the void. He took action. He chose danger, and he saved lives.-- "New York Times Book
Review" --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalThis is a first-
person account of the tragic climbing experience in May 1996 on Mount Everest that left eight
hikers dead and several others struggling to stay alive. Boukreev, a top-rated high-altitude
climber originally from the Soviet Union, uses notes and memories recorded only five days after
the tragic events to tell what happened on the world's highest mountain. He writes partly in
response to other best-selling accounts (e.g., Jon Krakauer's Into Thin Air, LJ 1/97). From the
first chapter, as members of the ill-fated group meet and organize for the climb, to the last
chapter, which raises questions still unanswered, a detailed, day-by-day description of this
chilling tale is given. Fast-paced and easy to read, Boukreev's story of adventure and survival
will remain in the reader's memory long after the book is finished. Recommended for public
libraries.-?Stephanie Papa, Baltimore Cty. Circuit Court Law Lib.Copyright 1997 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileBy now
you've probably heard about the extreme risks of going up into thin air, thanks to several
accounts by Jon Krakauer and numerous documentaries, including an IMAX production. Anatoli



Boukreev was a climbing guide for the American expedition that lost its leader, Scott Fisher, on
the May 1996 attempt to summit Mt. Everest. Four others died trying to descend from the summit
that fateful day in May, but Boukreev used his extensive high-altitude expertise and unbelievable
physical strength to work at 24,000+ feet without supplemental oxygen to save all the clients of
the Fisher group. Although James engages vocal emotion to capture the terror of unstable
crevasses, relentless wind, frostbite and oxygen-starved struggles to walk, he fails to employ a
distinct Russian accent for the passages that represent Boukreev's recollections, making it
difficult to keep track of which climber is relating events. J.E.G. (c)AudioFile, Portland, Maine --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAnatoli Boukreev
(1958-1997) was one of the world's foremost high-altitude mountaineers. Twenty-one times he
went to the summit of the world's highest mountains. For his heroic actions on Mount Everest in
May 1996, he was awarded the American Alpine Club's highest honor, the David A. Sowles
Memorial Award. He died in an avalanche while climbing in Nepal on December 25, 1997.G.
Weston DeWalt is a writer and a documentary filmmaker whose work has been aired on PBS.
He divides his time between Santa Fe, New Mexico, and London.Lloyd James (a.k.a. Sean
Pratt) has been narrating since 1996 and has recorded over six hundred audiobooks. He is a
seven-time winner of the AudioFile Earphones Award and has twice been a finalist for the
prestigious Audie Award. His critically acclaimed performances include Elvis in the Morning by
William F. Buckley Jr. and Searching for Bobby Fischer by Fred Waitzkin, among others.--This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisSt.
Martin’s Press ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases and
other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email updates on the author,
click .The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for your personal use only. You
may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright infringement is against the law.
If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please
notify the publisher at: .THIS EDITION OF THE CLIMB IS DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY
OFANATOLI NIKOLIAVICH BOUKREEVDIMITRI SOBOLEVVLADIMIR BASHKIROVBRUCE
HERRODLOPSANG JANGBU SHERPASCOTT FISCHERYASUKO NAMBAROB HALLANDY
HARRISDOUG HANSENNGAWANG TOPCHE SHERPACHEN YU-NANMountains have the
power to call us into their realms and there, left forever, are our friends whose great souls were
longing for the heights. Do not forget the mountaineers who have not returned from the summits.
—WITH EVERLASTING THANKS TOLINDA WYLIEBETH WALDTERRY LEMONCHECKALEX
DAVISSIMONE MOROERVAND ILINSKIRINAT KHAIBULLINGENE AND SHIRLEY
FISCHERJEANNIE FISCHER-PRICEBOB PALAISDYANNA TAYLORGARY NEPTUNEClimbing
today is not only mainstream, it is business, and with that comes the rising tendency for climbing
decisions—objectives as well as tactical decisions on a climb—to be business decisions as well.
The up side to that is that now climbers—like skiers and sailors before them—can make a living
from what they love to do. The down side can be seen in increased crowds at the crags, the
proliferation of new regulations aimed at climbers, and today and forevermore, the “circus” at
Everest Base Camp.—CHRISTIAN BECKWITH,“PREFACE,” AMERICAN ALPINE JOURNAL,
1997The mountain doesn’t play games. It sits there unmoved.—BRUCE
BARCOTT,“CLIFFHANGERS,” HARPER’S MAGAZINE, AUGUST 1996AUTHORS’ NOTEFive
days after the Everest tragedy of May 10, 1996, nine climbers sat in a circle at the Mountain
Madness Everest Base Camp and recorded their thoughts and memories. Many of the details
and some of the quotes in this book are drawn from those recorded recollections. , a participant
in the taped “debriefing,” has drawn upon that source and wishes to thank everyone who
participated. Their attempts at truth-telling and self-reflection have added considerably to the
historical record. Quotes, when taken from the debriefing tapes, have been noted with this
symbol:PROLOGUEIn ancient Buddhist scriptures the Himalaya are referred to as the
“storehouse of snow,” and in 1996 the storehouse was filled again and again as unusual
amounts of snow fell in the mountains.In the early evening of May 10, 1996, a particularly vicious
storm blew into Mount Everest and lingered at its highest elevations for more than ten hours.
Twenty-three men and women, mountaineers who had climbed the mountain that day from its
southern side in Nepal, could not make it to the safety of their highest-altitude camp. In a virtual
white-out, battered by hurricane-force winds strong enough to blow over a semitrailer truck, the
climbers fought for their lives.The mountaineers had been caught in the Death Zone, the



elevations above 8,000 meters where extended exposure to subzero temperatures and oxygen
deprivation combine and kill, quickly.As the climbers fought for survival, they were often blind but
for an arm’s length. Sometimes there were ropes to secure and guide them. The pressure
gauges on their oxygen tanks fell to zero, and the raging confusion of hypoxia began to conquer
most rational figurings. The foretelling numbness of frostbite pushed the possibilities of
amputations from remote to probable. In the dark and the screaming howl of the storm the
climbers began to bargain. My fingers for my life? Fair enough; just let me live.Below the
descending climbers, in the high-altitude camp they were struggling to reach, a Russian
mountaineer and climbing guide was fighting his own battle: yelling, cajoling, and pleading with
other climbers to assist him in an effort to rescue those who were above, lost in the storm.Anatoli
Nikoliavich Boukreev made a decision, one that some would later call suicidal. He decided to
attempt a rescue, to go into the storm solo, into a pelting blow of snow, into a lacerated
darkness, into the roar of what one climber described as “a hundred freight trains passing over
your head.” Boukreev’s efforts resulted in what the mountaineer and writer Galen Rowell would
later call “one of the most amazing rescues in mountaineering history.”Two weeks after the
disaster on Mount Everest, Boukreev flew from Kathmandu, Nepal, to Denver, Colorado, where
he was met by friends and driven to Santa Fe, New Mexico, to recuperate from his ordeal. Upon
arriving, he asked to meet me, because a few months earlier, at a mutual friend’s request, I had
arranged for him the purchase of a camera and its delivery to the Everest Base Camp. On May
28, 1996, we met for the first time.I had seen photographs of Boukreev that had been taken prior
to the events on Mount Everest. Lean, taut, with a confident smile, is how I imagined him. As I
walked into our mutual friend’s house, he rose slowly from a chair to greet me. His eyes were
sunken, tired. The tip of his nose and places on his lips were crusted in black, the telltale dead
skin that comes with severe frostbite. He was distant; he looked as if he’d moved out of his body
and into a place that had no address.Something about him was familiar—the hollowness, the
emptiness behind the eyes. As he took a step forward to shake my hand, I made the connection:
a Russian soldier I’d encountered in Mozambique during the war there, sitting in the back of a
canvas-covered troop transport, an AK-47 cradled in his lap. He’d looked at me with those same
eyes and warned away my attempts to record him on motion-picture film. It had been a
disturbing moment, not so much for the casualness with which he pointed his weapon, but for
the blankness he wore on his face.Over dinner we talked. My attempts to revive my college
Russian were useless, so Boukreev spoke in English, fluid and understandable enough, but
simple in its constructions. He wanted to talk about Everest, not to tell his story, but to inquire out
loud about what had happened. He was trying to understand what he had just been through.The
next day we met again, and then the next, and we talked. Our mutual friend told me that
Boukreev was having dreams at night, troubling dreams about being on Mount Everest, knowing
that he had to get oxygen to stranded climbers whom he could never find. He never told me
about the dreams, but he told me about what had happened on Everest, how he had come to
the mountain, how he had left it in the last days of May. His stories were not dramatically told, not



embellished. A brewed pot of tea had the same rhetorical weight as being lost in a blizzard. I
came to appreciate his forthrightness, his responses to my questions that with my growing
curiosity became harder and more detailed. We began to tape our conversations.On June 3,
1996, Boukreev and I agreed to collaborate on this book. We would cooperate, yes, but I
explained I would want to range beyond his experiences, to ask my own questions. The idea
appealed to Boukreev. He knew some pieces, but was missing others. For his own reasons he
was as curious as I about where the trail would take us.On January 13, 1997, after getting a
contract from St. Martin’s Press, our interviewing and writing efforts began. Boukreev contributed
his personal journals, letters, expedition logs, and memories. He regained the twenty pounds
he’d lost on Mount Everest; the smiles returned to his face. I traveled, met those who had
climbed with him and the friends and associates of those who had not returned. With the help of
translators, interpreters, and friends, and through intervening tragedies and between the
moments of our ongoing lives, we assembled this story of the climb.—G. Weston DeWalt, Santa
Fe, New MexicoMarch 25Kathmandu to Syangboche to Namche BazaarMarch 26Namche
BazaarMarch 27Namche Bazaar to ThyangbocheMarch 28Thyangboche to PangbocheMarch
29Pangboche to LobucheMarch 30Lobuche to Everest Base CampMarch 31Base CampApril
1Base CampApril 2Base CampApril 3Base CampApril 4Base CampApril 5Base CampApril
6Base Camp to Gorak Shep to Base CampApril 7Base CampApril 8Base Camp (Expedition
Members Arrive)April 9Base CampApril 10Base CampApril 11Base Camp through Khumbu
Icefall to Camp I to Base CampApril 12Base CampApril 13Base Camp to Camp IApril 14Camp I
to Camp II to Base CampApril 15Base CampApril 16Base CampApril 17Base Camp to Camp
IApril 18Camp I to Camp IIApril 19Camp II (Fix Ropes to 7,100m) to Base CampApril 20Base
CampApril 21Base CampApril 22Base CampApril 23Base Camp to Camp IIApril 24Camp II to
7,300m-Return to Camp IIApril 25Camp II (Rest)April 26Camp II to Camp III to 7,550m-Return to
Camp IIIApril 27Camp III to Camp IV-South Col to Camp IIIApril 28Camp III to Camp II (Assisting
Fischer with Kruse)April 29Camp II to Base Camp (With Kruse and Gammelgaard)April 30Base
CampMay 1Base Camp to DingbocheMay 2Dingboche to Pheriche to Ama Dablam Garden
Lodge-DebocheMay 3DebocheMay 4Deboche to Base CampMay 5Base CampMay 6Base
Camp to Camp IIMay 7Camp IIMay 8Camp II to Camp IIIMay 9Camp III to Camp IV–South
ColMay 10Camp IV to Summit-Return to Camp IV (Rescue)May 11Camp IV to 8,350m (Fischer
Rescue Attempt)May 12Camp IV to Camp IIMay 13Camp II to Base CampMay 14Base
CampMay 15Base Camp (Taped Debriefing)May 16Base Camp-Begin Ascent of Lhotse 8:30
PMMay 17To Summit of Lhotse to Camp IIIMay 18Camp III to Camp IIMay 19Camp II to Base
Camp–Descend to Syangboche through NightMay 20Syangboche to Kathmandu by
HelicopterCHAPTER 1MOUNTAIN MADNESSA star, one that didn’t belong, appeared in the
night sky over the Himalaya in March 1996. For several consecutive days the star had been
moving over the mountains, its trailing tail fanning into the darkness. The “star” was the comet
Hyakutake. It was the beginning of the spring season on Mount Everest (8,848 m), that interval
of time between the decline of winter and the coming of the summer monsoons when,



historically, expeditions to Everest have been most successful, and Hyakutake’s stellar trespass
was considered an ominous sign by the Sherpas in whose villages the cosmic smear was a
matter of concern and conversation.The Sherpas, an ethnic group indigenous to Tibet, many of
whom now live primarily in the highland valleys of Nepal, derive a substantial part of their family
incomes from the mountaineering expeditions that come to the Himalaya. Some work as porters,
cooks, and yak drivers; others take on the more dangerous and more lucrative roles as high-
altitude support personnel, joining foreign expeditions in their ultimate wager: skill and
endurance pitted against a physical environment that precludes prolonged human existence.By
1996, in the seventy-five years that had passed since the first attempt was made on its summit in
1921, more than 140 climbers had died on Mount Everest. Almost 40 percent of those fatalities
had been Sherpas. So, when the natural orders were disturbed, the Sherpas took notice.Kami
Noru Sherpa is in his midthirties, married, and the father of three children. He is one of the new
generation of Sherpas who have, since the 1950s, exchanged their traditional dress for Gore-
Tex parkas and embraced the cash economy of mountaineering. In 1996, as he had been for the
past several years, Kami Noru Sherpa was hired by Himalayan Guides, a commercial adventure
company based in Edinburgh, Scotland, to serve as a sirdar (manager) for an Everest
expedition.Headed by the bearded and burly Englishman Henry Todd, a fifty-one-year-old
former rugby player turned expedition packager, Himalayan Guides had the distinction of never
having lost a client. Todd’s practicality and good luck in the mountains and his cooperative
relationship with Kami Noru Sherpa had brought them both a measure of success in the
Himalaya.In the spring of 1995, Todd had offered a commercial expedition to Mount Everest,
taking his client climbers to the mountain from the north side, from Tibet. The expedition had
been an unqualified success. Eight climbers from his expedition had made it to the top. After
such success, Todd and Kami Noru Sherpa were riding high, but not to the point of
overconfidence. In fact, in March 1996, they were both anxious about the season ahead.Kami
Noru Sherpa had pointed out the errant “star” to Todd, and Todd recalls that Kami was disturbed
by its presence. When Todd asked Kami Noru Sherpa what it meant to him and the other
Sherpas, Kami said simply, “We don’t know. We’re not liking it.”“It [the comet] had been there for
some time,” said Todd, “and for the Sherpas it presaged things not going terribly well.” A
superstition, yes, thought Todd, but a matter of serious concern, because the people who knew
the mountain best said it mattered.To the uncertain meaning of the stellar disruption Todd could
add his own problem. As of late March the winter snows had yet to melt to the point where his
yak caravan could safely travel the trekking trail that led to the Mount Everest Base Camp (5,300
m). Some Sherpa porters were getting through on a narrow snow-packed trail, but hardly anyone
else. Since the quantity of supplies required by expeditions requires the carrying power and
capacity of yak teams, the pace of his supply effort had been slowed considerably. It was a
headache, not yet a nightmare, but a problem that could grow to that proportion if the trails
remained impassable for much longer. The weather window for attempts on the Everest summit
stays open only for a brief period and closes abruptly with the coming of the monsoon season. If



expeditions are not adequately provisioned when the time for their summit bid arrives, they might
as well have never traveled to the mountain.As almost everyone does in the face of an
uncertainty, Todd and Kami Noru Sherpa took actions that might forestall or minimize the
problems that each of them faced. In Kathmandu, Nepal (1,400 m), where he was addressing an
accumulation of logistical problems and waiting for snows north of him to further melt, Todd took
delivery of several cases of J & B Scotch, a gift from one of his climbers who had been
sponsored, in part, by the distillery. Giving careful packing instructions to his Sherpas who would
be freighting the spirits to his Base Camp, Todd more than half-anticipated some nights when
the libation might serve to take off the edge. Kami Noru Sherpa, not a Scotch drinker, prepared
for what was ahead in his own way.On March 29, in his slate-roofed stone house in Pangboche
(4,000 m), a village niched into a series of terraces overlooking the trekking trail that winds to the
base of Mount Everest, Kami Noru Sherpa held a puja, a ritual thanks to the mountains and a
prayer of blessing. At sunrise, in a large, second-floor room above a grain storage area, five
Buddhist monks in maroon and saffron robes seated themselves in a circle. Encircling them
were Kami Noru Sherpa and several other of the Sherpas from Pangboche who had been hired
to work on Everest. A wavering, pale yellow glow from yak-butter lamps and a few stray beams of
morning sun offered the only light, nicking here and there the weave of reds and blues in the
Tibetan rugs on the hand-sawn plank floors. Spirals of smoke drifted from a cooking fire, and the
rich, sweet smell of juniper branches escaped as they were burnt in offering.The chants of the
monks played off the walls and echoed back into their repetition, and with every redoubling
came a calm and peace, an assurance that, if the Sherpas honored it, the mountain would
protect them and deliver them home. As the puja ended, the monks gave each of the Sherpas a
protective amulet, a knotted loop of red string. With quiet reverence and a bow of thanks, each of
them accepted the gift and placed the string around their necks.Over the next few days, as the
snows continued to melt, Kami Noru Sherpa and the Sherpas would leave their homes and trek
to the Everest Base Camp, where they would join the expeditions that had hired them. Working
for anywhere from $2.50 to $50 a day, they would help establish camps, carry loads up the
mountain, and cook for and serve the climbers who were coming to Everest in ever greater
numbers.In the early 1980s the number of climbers and expedition support personnel who
would gather in the Everest Base Camp during the spring season could have fit into one Paris
metro car. In 1996, more than four hundred people would eventually come up the trail and pitch
their tents, giving the camp the appearance of a rock concert encampment. One climber
described the 1996 Everest Base Camp as having all the appearances of “a circus, except there
were more clowns in our tents.” By many accounts, there were some real “punters” on the
mountain in 1996.A Taiwanese expedition headed by Makalu Gau was the source of endless
jokes, which thinly veiled serious concerns about his team’s qualifications and their ability to get
off the mountain alive. One climber said, “I’d as soon have been on the mountain with the
Jamaican bobsled team.” And then there was the Johannesburg Sunday Times Expedition,
which had publicly been embraced by Nelson Mandela. Stories about the relative inexperience



of many of their climbers and questions about the veracity of their wiry and short-tempered
leader, Ian Woodall, were roundly exchanged over Henry Todd’s Scotch.American climber and
Everest veteran Ed Viesturs was heard to say, “A lot of people are up here who shouldn’t be.”
Viesturs, thirty-seven, was working as a guide and doubling as an on-camera talent for the
MacGillivray Freeman IMAX/IWERKS Expedition, headed by the American climber and
filmmaker David Breashears. The film production, with one of the largest budgets ever
committed to a documentary about Everest, was to result in a large-format film to be released in
1998. Designed to be projected in theaters outfitted with wraparound screens and state-of-the-
art sound systems, the film would offer virtual, armchair Everest.Breashears, in his early forties,
was something of a legend in the Himalaya. More than any other climber, except for perhaps Sir
Edmund Hillary, who with Tenzing Norgay summited Mount Everest for the first time in 1953,
Breashears had been successful in making Everest a cash cow, deriving over the years a
substantial portion of his income from his activities on the mountain. In 1985, he had the
distinction of having guided Texas businessman and millionaire Dick Bass to the summit. Bass,
at fifty-five, became the oldest climber to date to make the top. This accomplishment is seen by
many as the pivotal point in the history of attempts to climb Everest. The adventuresome and the
well-to-do took notice. If a fifty-five-year-old with motivation and discretionary income could do it,
anybody could! Commercial expedition companies were spawned to address the demand that
was stimulated and to service customers who could pay big dollars for big mountains.*As
Breashears and his IMAX/IWERKS expeditionary force trekked toward the Everest Base Camp,
they made an impression. Not far from Kami Nora Sherpa’s house in Pangboche, several
members of the expedition had stopped at a teahouse and occupied some of its tables. They
ordered tea, but refused the offer of local food, preferring instead home-bought goodies pulled
from expedition bags. One veteran at the Everest Base Camp who found the team a little too
coiffed and cool referred to them as the “Gucci guys.”Tenting nearby the IMAX/IWERKS
Expedition at the Everest Base Camp were Henry Todd’s Himalayan Guides expedition and
several other commercial expeditions that, like Todd’s, had brought paying clients to the
mountain. Among the “dollar dogs,” as one Everest chronicler has privately labeled commercial
expedition members, was the Adventure Consultants Guided Expedition, headed by New
Zealander Rob Hall.Hall, black bearded and imposing with a “Lincolnesque” appearance, had
an intensity and quiet reserve that made many think he was much older than his thirty-five years.
Since 1990, when his company began taking expeditions to Everest, Hall had taken a record
thirty-nine climbers (clients and expedition personnel combined) to the top of Everest. His
company’s “adverts” that ran in international climbing magazines were large, alluring, and not
immodest. One that appeared in early 1995 read: “100% Success! Send for Our Free Color
Brochure.” One hundred percent that is until May 1995, when he turned all of his clients back
from their bid to the summit as deep snows at higher elevations had slowed their progress. No
clients had made the summit.In 1996, Rob Hall was back, ready to go again, determined, if he
could, to get back into the win column. The pressure was on. Success, not turnarounds, brought



in new business, and there was an additional challenge in 1996: a new competitor in the
game.Scott Fischer from West Seattle, Washington, was coming to the mountain. Six foot four
with a chiseled, symmetrical face and long, flowing blond hair, he ran his West Seattle,
Washington-based adventure company, Mountain Madness, as an extension of his personal
ambition: to climb mountains around the world and to have a hell of a time doing it.*With his
talent, good looks, and charm, he was a prime candidate for mountaineering’s poster boy. He
had a charismatic personality with the drawing power of an industrial magnet. He could attract
clients, motivate them, get them to commit, to write their checks and pack their rucksacks. He
was a contender, but new to the business of guiding a commercial expedition to Mount
Everest.His motivation for becoming an Everest “dollar dog,” one of his business associates has
said, was fairly simple: “I think that he looked at Rob Hall’s success and thought … ‘If he can do
it, I can do it.’ And not in a competitive macho way, but just saying, ‘Hey, I’m a really great
climber. Why can’t I do it, too? … I’ll get clients and I’ll go, too.’ ” Go, too, and make the money,
too.Mountain Madness’s former general manager, Karen Dickinson, described the company’s
decision to package expeditions to Everest as “kind of the ultimate in high-altitude
mountaineering. There was a demand from our clients that we wanted to service or else lose
them to the competition. If it goes well, it could be very lucrative, so there was a financial
motivation. Of course, I can’t stress enough that you’re equally as likely to lose your shirt… . It’s
just a high-stakes game financially.”Fischer was focused on the potential of the big rewards that
could come from running a successful expedition. He had been thinking about changing his life.
Karen Dickinson said, “He had turned forty the year before; his business had finally gotten to
where he wanted… . He’d climbed K2 [8,611 m]; he’d climbed Everest; he was established as a
successful guide… . He was talking about maybe he wouldn’t go back to the summit of Everest
again, that he would hire people to do that.”The plan had been loosely sketched, little more than
casual conversations between Fischer and Dickinson, but those who knew him best said
Fischer was giving more consideration to shaking things up. His personal life, his role in the
company, his public persona, everything was up for midlife review.Fischer had worked at
developing the Mountain Madness business since the early 1980s, but it had never consistently
provided him a good, steady income. Climbing had been his thing; the business had enabled
that, but he’d never been a headliner, had never played in the big tent. A commercial success on
Everest, he knew, could considerably alter the picture. If he could draw enough clients at
$65,000 apiece (Hall’s asking price), and if he could build a successful big-mountain expedition
schedule, he could solve a lot of problems, finance a lot of change.Part of the challenge in his
birthing a new direction was his lack of international visibility. He didn’t have the reputation of
many of the other players in high-altitude mountaineering who graced the covers and pages of
climbing magazines and equipment catalogs. As his efforts as an expedition leader had
progressed, his personal climbing career had taken a back seat. He had come to feel, as one
friend put it, “that he wasn’t getting his due in the media … the press didn’t treat him fairly, that
he wasn’t respected; his name wasn’t really brought up much; he wanted to be recognized.”His



difficulty, as some of those around him saw it, was his image: accomplished climber, instructor,
guide, and photographer, yes, but also swashbuckling, devil-may-care, good-time guy. These
characterizations made for a certain kind of notoriety, but it wasn’t the kind of image that made
the big-dollar clients comfortable or drew the lucrative Fortune 500 sponsorships. He was, for
that league, perhaps too “dicey.” A successful Everest expedition, one with a lot of visibility, could
“skew the do.”Working the phones from their West Seattle office, Dickinson, Fischer, and their
staff massaged the client list to promote their expedition, and they mailed out hundreds of
promotional brochures, two-color productions that had the graphic allure of a lawn-mower
operator’s manual. They didn’t have the luster or panache of Rob Hall’s advertising, but they
were on the street with the word: “Climbers on the 1996 team will get a crack at the highest
mountain in the world… . We’ll build a pyramid of camps, each stocked from the one below. The
guides and high-altitude Sherpa staff will fix rope, establish and stock camps, and provide
leadership for all summit attempts. Climbers will carry light loads, saving their strength for the
summit.”For Fischer’s competitors in the Everest game, it was not good news to hear that he’d
decided to move into the market. Fischer’s easygoing style and his efforts in packaging
expeditions to the remotest destinations in Africa, South America, and Asia had attracted a lot of
customers from around the world, and his success, if it came, would be especially problematic
for Rob Hall, who had been incredibly successful in recruiting American clients for his Everest
expeditions.In an effort to generate more press for both Mountain Madness and himself, Fischer
and his staff trolled for media attention as aggressively as they did for client climbers, and early
on in their efforts they had a bite, one that promised a serious opportunity.Outside, the leading
outdoor-recreation magazine in the United States, wanted to sponsor a climber-writer, Jon
Krakauer, a Seattle-based journalist and best-selling author whom they were commissioning to
write a feature article on the boom in commercial expeditions to Mount Everest. They wanted to
buy a slot on Fischer’s team for Krakauer, but they wanted a deal, a good deal.Keen to the
opportunity that having such an accomplished journalist on their roster could bring, Mountain
Madness aggressively worked the executives of Outside. They explored a variety of trades and
exchanges that would work to each organization’s advantage and kept the heat turned up. A
business associate of Fischer’s recalled, “Karen [Dickinson] was just lighting a fire right and left
underneath Outside, saying, ‘Yeah!’ ”Negotiations went well, and Fischer was excited about the
potential relationship. In exchange for a discounted price to Outside, Mountain Madness was
lobbying for advertising space and a feature story, replete with color photos, that they hoped
would contain precious promotional prose. Krakauer was enthusiastic, too, telling one of
Fischer’s associates that he wanted to climb with Scott’s team because Scott’s team actually
had better climbers and that Scott was a local guy and an interesting character.This, Fischer
thought, could be the press he was looking for, coverage in a major, mass-market magazine
whose demographics had the clusters of “Beemers” and backpackers who could afford big-
mountain prices. Dickinson remembered, “There was a long period where we really thought that
Jon was going to be on our trip… . And we sort of held open a slot for him, thinking that was his,



and we were negotiating heavily with Outside about how the payment might look … a
combination of advertising and just writing us a check.”But, a Mountain Madness associate
recalled, “They were nickel-and-diming her [Dickinson] and basically wanted, I think, Mountain
Madness to pick up the whole tab, not just have him go for cost, but less than cost, so Mountain
Madness would be going out-of-pocket to have somebody on the climb. You know, come on, get
real! … So, at a certain point, Outside went to Rob [Hall] and said, ‘Okay, what will you give it to
us for?’ and Rob said, ‘Less than that.’ Bingo!” At the eleventh hour Outside bought Krakauer’s
ticket from Adventure Consultants.A spokesperson for Outside, recalling the magazine’s
decision to take Hall’s offer, said they did not select Adventure Consultants “solely for financial
reasons” but had also taken into consideration that Rob Hall had “consistently more experience
guiding on Everest, more of a track record in terms of safety, and according to Jon Krakauer, a
better oxygen system.”Fischer was enraged by Outside’s decision, saying, “God, it’s typical of
the media. Typical bullshit.” A friend of his remembered Fischer’s “paint-peeling” response: “He
just thought it was really screwed of Outside to take this idea and run with it, and … getting all
this information from Karen [Dickinson] and then just for a difference of maybe a thousand bucks
—I don’t know what it was, but it probably wasn’t a huge amount—and going with Rob.”Exit one
opportunity, enter another, perhaps a better one. Mountain Madness was able to sign on Sandy
Hill Pittman, forty, a Contributing Editor to Allure and to Condé Nast Traveler. Already Pittman
had climbed the highest mountain on six of seven continents, but Everest had eluded her. On
two previous climbs, one of them with David Breashears of the IMAX/IWERKS team, she had
turned back before the summit.Pittman was a prize. She had more high-altitude experience than
Krakauer, and she had an agreement with NBC Interactive Media to do a daily feed to a World
Wide Web site (www.nbc.com/everest),* and if Fischer could get her to the top, he would have
publicity that a Pope in the pulpit couldn’t buy. But, he had to get her to the top, and Fischer
knew that.“I think that first Scott saw her as somebody, kind of a plum,” said a friend of Fischer’s.
“If he gets her to the top, whew! … She’ll write about him; she’ll talk about him; she’ll carry him
on the wave of good fortune she’s had.” But, if he didn’t, he could have a publicity fiasco. An
associate has said she could imagine Pittman saying, “It was Scott Fischer; it was Scott Fischer.
He wouldn’t let me climb; I could have climbed.”To get his clients to the top, Fischer had secured
the services of three guides and promoted their commitment to his potential clients. In his
promotional literature he identified the expedition guides as Nazir Sabir of Pakistan, a veteran
guide and expedition packager who had climbed several 8,000-meter peaks; Neal Beidleman,
an aerospace engineer, a climber, and ultra-marathon runner from Aspen, Colorado;
and .Boukreev, thirty-eight, a native of Russia and resident of Almaty, Kazakhstan, was
considered one of the world’s foremost high-altitude mountain climbers. By spring 1996 he had
climbed seven of the most challenging of the globe’s 8,000ers (some of them more than once),
and all of those he had climbed without the use of supplementary oxygen.**Everest expeditions
changed. Expedition organizers who had previously focused on national and corporate
sponsorship were increasingly looking toward individuals with decent climbing experience and



money who could be pooled to “buy” an expedition. Out of this reality came the marriage of the
extreme alpinist and the serious amateur, both looking for a way to the top of the world’s highest
peaks.*Fischer had paid his dues. He came from a solid experiential background, having begun
his climbing education at the age of fourteen. A student of the National Outdoor Leadership
School in Wyoming, he had developed a reputation as a teacher of rock climbing and
mountaineering, and was known as a highly qualified mountain guide with many successful and
safe expeditions to his credit.*As this book went to press, the archive for this site was consulted,
and its files had been removed.*There are fourteen 8,000-meter peaks in the world. Eight of
those are within Nepal or extend into its territory.CHAPTER 2THE EVEREST INVITATIONScott
Fischer and had been on some of the same mountains in their careers, but their climbing routes
had never crossed. Through a mutual friend, the highly respected Russian mountaineer Vladimir
Balyberdin, they had heard about each other; Boukreev about the gregarious, intrepid American
who in 1992 had climbed the “savage mountain” K2 as a member of a Russian-American
expedition; Fischer about a maverick climber who had dodged the draft for the Afghan war to
climb mountains and was quickly becoming legendary for his endurance and the speed of his
high-altitude ascents. Finally, in May 1994, they met for the first time.We met at a party being
thrown at a restaurant in Kathmandu where Rob Hall was celebrating the success of his most
recent expedition to Mount Everest. There were about sixty of us: climbers, Sherpas, and
friends, all of whom had been invited to celebrate the end of the spring 1994 climbing season in
Nepal. It is a small world, that of high-altitude mountaineers, and many of us knew each other
from previous expeditions, but it was the first time I was to meet both Scott and Rob Hall.I had
just come from the first commercial expedition to Makalu (8,463 m), led by my friend Thor Kieser
of Colorado. Our results had not been very good. Only three of us, including Neal Beidleman
from Aspen, Colorado, and myself, had made the summit. Scott, like Neal and me, was
celebrating his own success. Finally, after three attempts, he had made the summit of Mount
Everest. It was a great achievement for Scott, especially since he had successfully summited
Everest without the use of supplementary oxygen.For me Scott was a Russian’s classical idea of
an American. He looked like he was from the movies, tall and handsome. His benevolent, open
smile just drew people to him.I thought Scott had great potential as a high-altitude climber. I have
had the good fortune to climb with many of the world’s finest alpinists, and Scott could stand with
the best of them. Although he was less well known, I had for him a respect like I had for the
American Ed Viesturs, whom I had met in 1989. Ed, who has summited nine of the world’s
fourteen 8,000ers without the use of oxygen, is in my estimation America’s finest high-altitude
climber.Chance brought Boukreev and Fischer together a second time in October 1995; again
they were both in Kathmandu, Boukreev struggling to keep his mountaineering career going,
Fischer to negotiate with Nepal’s Ministry of Tourism for a permit to take an expedition onto
Everest.Boukreev had earlier in the year been invited by a Kazakh team to go to Nepal and join
their expedition to Manaslu (8,162 m) scheduled for fall 1995. The expedition was to be made in
memory of several Kazakh climbers who had perished in a 1990 attempt on the mountain.



Boukreev, who had an ambition to climb all of the world’s 8,000ers and had not climbed
Manaslu, had readily accepted the offer and trained religiously.Like other states that had once
been members of the USSR, Kazakhstan had been struggling to find the monies to keep their
mountaineering programs alive. It was hardly a surprise to Boukreev when Ervand Ilinski, who
was to lead the expedition, announced that the team had not found the funds necessary to
support the expedition, that they would have to delay their attempt on Manaslu until spring
1996.I found out about the expedition being canceled just prior to my departure for Nepal. I
thought, “What is the use to stay in Almaty?” My opportunities as a high-altitude climber were in
the Himalaya, and I needed to go there. If I waited for opportunity to find me in Kazakhstan, my
career could be finished. So, I flew to Kathmandu in the hope that I could find some work as a
guide or that I could find an expedition to an 8,000er that I could join.By the time I arrived in
Kathmandu there were no guiding jobs to be found, but I did run into some Georgian friends with
whom I had previously climbed in the Pamir and Tien Shan ranges of Asia.The Georgians, unlike
the Kazakhs, had been able to find and hold on to the monies for a planned attempt on
Dhaulagiri (8,167 m), and recognizing Boukreev’s experience and potential contributions to their
effort, they invited him to join on the condition that he pay his own expenses and his
proportionate share of the permit fee being charged by the Nepalese government. The no-free-
lunch realities that had come with the breakup of the Soviet Union were slowly supplanting the
generosity more common in the days of state support, and despite his limited personal
resources Boukreev accepted the offer.Because the Georgians thought Boukreev’s presence on
the climb could be misunderstood and dilute the potential public impact of whatever success
they realized as a team, it was agreed that Boukreev would climb with them until it was time to
make the final push to the summit; then they would go their separate ways. If they achieved the
summit, the Georgians didn’t want to seem dependent upon the expertise of a Russian,
especially one who lived in Kazakhstan. The issue was not so much competitiveness between
climbers (a prevailing condition in high-altitude mountaineering), but a matter of national pride
and politics.On October 8, 1995, Boukreev, alone and without the use of supplementary oxygen,
made a push to the summit of Dhaulagiri. Without intending to, Boukreev set a speed record for
the time of his ascent: seventeen hours and fifteen minutes.Returning to Kathmandu on October
20, Boukreev went immediately to work, looking for opportunities and planning to continue
conversations with Henry Todd of Himalayan Guides, who had made him a verbal offer of a job.
In May of 1995, it had been Boukreev who had guided Todd’s successful expedition on the north
side of Everest while Todd was in Base Camp recovering from a back injury. Given Boukreev’s
success, Todd was eager to secure his services for the 1996 season when Todd was planning
an Everest expedition from the south side, via the Southeast Ridge route, the most popular route
to the top.I had just finished breakfast and was walking in a narrow side street of the Thamel
district where traffic had come to a complete standstill. In a confusion of jammed-up rickshaws,
pedicabs, trucks, and cars, I heard someone yelling my name, and from one of the cars arms
were waving and beckoning me into the street. Looking closely, I recognized several of my



climber friends from Almaty, and I went to their car. They had just come in from the airport, and
they were ecstatic. Somehow, the expedition to Manaslu had been moved up; someone had
scavenged the necessary money, and now the plan was to make the ascent in December of ‘95,
instead of spring 1996. This was good news on two counts. First, there was going to be an
expedition! Second, I would have more flexibility in my efforts to find guiding work in the spring. It
was a few days later that I ran into Scott.I was walking down a narrow side street when I saw him
browsing in the market stalls near the Skala, a Sherpa-owned guesthouse, where I was staying. I
thought maybe he wouldn’t remember me, so I tapped him on the shoulder and asked him what
was happening in America. Immediately he recognized me and broke into a smile.“Hi, Anatoli.
How’s it going? You have time for a beer?”We found a restaurant close to the Ministry of
Tourism, where he had a meeting later that afternoon, and we began to catch up on what each
of us had been doing since we’d last met. Scott told me that he had successfully guided from
Pakistan an expedition to Broad Peak (8,047 m), and that now he was in the middle of permit
discussions for Everest. Permit politics, he said, were incredible, and the price they were asking!
“Fifty thousand for five climbers; ten thousand for each additional climber. Unbelievable.” He said
he already had some clients signed up and that it looked like a “go” if he could just get the
permit.Fischer was playing the Everest shell game. He’d been promoting his Everest expedition
without a permit in hand, not an uncommon practice among commercial expedition packagers.
Karen Dickinson said, “We were all sweating bullets. The year before, we were going to run a trip
[to Everest] and we didn’t get the permit. And so we decided to bail on the trip. And so of course
they gave us the permit, like late January, and we’re like, ‘Hey, it’s too late now,’ and our
competitors had all lied and said they had the permit when they didn’t, and their trips ran. So in
‘96, we just said, ‘Oh yeah, we have a permit,’ … but we didn’t get it in hand until February.”Scott
asked me what I was doing in Kathmandu, and I told him that I’d just come off Dhaulagiri, the
second time I had climbed it. “Doing some guiding work?” he asked me. “No, just for the sport of
it,” I told him. “I had the opportunity to tag on to a Georgian expedition and made a speed
ascent.” Scott was, I think, surprised. “You weren’t guiding any paying clients?” he asked me,
laughing. My pockets then were almost empty, and his question seemed reasonable. Scott knew
the situation in the former Soviet Union where support for climbers had all but disappeared. Like
me, he had heard the news; our mutual friend Vladimir Balyberdin had been killed in St.
Petersburg while operating his personal car as a gypsy cab.I didn’t want so much to talk about
hard times, so I told Scott, “I’m going to do Manaslu with a team from Kazakhstan next month.
You want to come along?” At first he was silent, and then he realized I was serious, and he
began to laugh again, saying how much he envied me and my extreme adventures.Scott knew,
as I did, that no American had ever summited Manaslu. “You could be the first,” I told him. His
eyebrows went up and his eyes brightened. “Oh, Anatoli, man, I would love to make that one, but
I am so incredibly busy. I’m trying to put together this Everest package for May; I’ve got some
stuff working in Kilimanjaro. Man, I’d love to do it, but I’m just too damn busy.”Fischer’s itinerary
for Mountain Madness took him all over the world and away from the family he loved. His house



in West Seattle was where he had clothes in the closet and where his wife, Jeannie, and his two
children lived, but more and more often he was living out of a suitcase or an expedition duffel,
suffering the hassles of humorless, palms-open border functionaries. He’d “had problems getting
completely strip-searched at airports,” Karen Dickinson said, “because, of course, he’s coming
through with his ponytail and his little gold earring, and [his] travel itinerary that makes no sense
at all. You know, like … he went to Thailand; he went to Nepal; now he’s going to Africa, so the
customs people always are like, ‘Oh, yeah, what are you up to?’ ”I tried to get him off his
schedule, to do something for himself, to climb. I told him, “I don’t doubt that we’ll have success.
We have a truly b team, and you would make it even stronger. Join us!” I could see it was hard for
him not to accept my invitation. Clearly his business was pulling him one way, his love of the
mountains in another. He told me, “I’m not as free as you are. I’ve got obligations, a business,
family commitments.” His dilemma I understood. It is extremely difficult for high-altitude climbers
to support their climbing careers without going commercial in some way or another. But, still, it
was with disappointment that I heard him say no.As Boukreev and Fischer talked, Fischer kept
glancing at his watch, mindful of his upcoming meeting at the Ministry of Tourism, wanting to be
punctual and properly respectful to the authorities. Good relations with the bureaucracy were
mandatory. Nobody climbs without a ticket.When Scott got up to go, he asked me if I would meet
him at his hotel, the Manang, the next day and join him for breakfast. He had some things, he
said, he wanted to talk to me about.Boukreev was eager to see Fischer again because he knew
Fischer was expanding his operations, looking for new markets, and Boukreev was hungry for
opportunities. The years since the collapse of the Soviet Union had been more difficult for
Boukreev than Fischer could have imagined. Soviet mountaineering had been decimated. Many
of the climbers of Boukreev’s generation, some of the finest mountaineers in the world, were
now near paupers. With families to feed, their ambitions went on the shelf when they took jobs
running mountain hostels, or teaching skiing to the children of Mafia bosses—whatever would
put bread on the table.Boukreev knew the despair and humiliation that came with the loss of
state support. After his successful 1994 ascent of Makalu, while Neal Beidleman and the other
American members of the expedition were jetting back to the States, he was holed up in
Kathmandu’s cheapest hotel and selling off his climbing gear to purchase a ticket home to
Almaty. Looking into a mirror one day, he realized that after the rigors and challenges of Makalu
he had actually gained weight on the expedition food, much better than what he could buy at
home. All of his American counterparts had lost weight, some of them as much as nine
kilograms (20 pounds). That was the near bottom of his career, and he wasn’t far above that
now.I wanted to introduce Scott to the potentials of the mountains in Kazakhstan. The
opportunities were there just waiting to be tapped. Long the training ground for climbers from the
former Soviet Union, the mountains presented some interesting challenges. The infrastructure
was poor; there were few hotels, but capital was starting to flow into the country, and someone
with Scott’s skills, I thought, could make something happen.The next morning, over second and
third cups of coffee, Fischer and Boukreev looked over maps of Kazakhstan and some



brochures about the Tien Shan and Pamir ranges that Boukreev had brought to the meeting.
Fischer was intrigued, asked a number of pointed questions, and then abruptly turned the
conversation toward Everest. He wanted to talk about Boukreev’s experience there. Like all high-
altitude climbers who stay wired to news of the Himalaya, Fischer knew about Boukreev’s
success with Henry Todd’s Himalayan Guides the year before. Among the seven climbers whom
Boukreev had guided on Everest, three were firsts: the first Welshman, the first Dane, and the
first Brazilian.Scott talked a lot about Everest, and then we began to discuss high-altitude
guiding and how it was different from his experiences at lower altitudes. He said he was
interested in more than just Everest; he had big plans for the future, for all the 8,000ers. He was
giving serious thought to a commercial K2 expedition. A lot of Americans were interested, he
said. “I would need some good guides, maybe six, maybe Russians who were willing to take the
risk, because there aren’t many Americans who could do it.”K2, though it is “only” the second-
highest mountain in the world, is generally regarded as the most dangerous of the 8,000ers.
Because of its pyramidal mass, the hardest climbing is done on its flanks at the highest
elevations; it is one of the great high-altitude challenges. The difficulties of its routes and the
dramatic stories, too many of them tragic, about the attempts to make its summit were well-
known by Fischer. In fact, as Boukreev knew, Fischer had been a player in one of the most
dramatic of those stories.In August 1992, after having successfully made the summit of K2,
Fischer, exhausted and suffering from a shoulder injury, descended the mountain at night in a
snowstorm, lowering below him the dead weight of a climber rigged to his climbing harness. The
climber, Gary Ball from New Zealand and a business partner of Rob Hall’s, had been stricken
with a pulmonary ailment and was unable to move under his own power. Fischer’s heroic actions
helped save Ball’s life.*I told Scott, “What is true for Everest is true for K2. You know. You’ve been
there. There is no room for mistakes. You need good weather and very good luck. You need
qualified guides, professional climbers who know high altitude and the mountain. And clients?
You need to screen them carefully; you need people who can carry the responsibilities and
challenges of high altitude. This is not Mount Rainier. Climbing at high altitude requires a
different set of rules. You have to develop self-reliance in your climbers because you cannot hold
their hands all the time. It is dangerous to say that Everest can be guided in the same sense that
Mount McKinley can be guided.” Scott listened carefully, then surprised me.“I need a lead
climber,” he said, “somebody with your kind of experience. Come with me to Everest, and after
Everest, hey, we’ll look at K2 with a Russian guiding team and the Tien Shan. What do you
say?”I had to tell Scott that I had already been made a tentative offer by Henry Todd of
Himalayan Guides, who, like him, was planning a commercial expedition from the Nepal side of
the mountain if he got a permit and enough clients. I told him we have an expression in Russia,
“You don’t change ponies at the ford of the stream.” Scott laughed and asked me what Henry
Todd was paying. When I told him, he said, “Look, you’re a free agent. You don’t have a signed
contract.” And then he offered to pay me almost twice what Henry had offered.For Boukreev it
was a welcome invitation, and the offer of prospects beyond was promising. Boukreev had a



great deal of confidence in Fischer’s ability to handle the complexities of fielding an expedition
and appreciated him as a climber. Also, Beidleman was a friend. Boukreev had assisted him in
his effort to climb Makalu in 1994, Beidleman’s first 8,000er, and had a lot of respect for the
determination Beidleman had shown in his exhaustive effort. His endurance was extraordinary,
Boukreev noted, because he was an ultra-marathon runner. But the demands of high-altitude
climbing are very different from those of long-distance running and Beidleman had no Everest
experience.I didn’t want to say no, but didn’t feel that I could say yes at that moment, so, instead,
I asked for $5,000 more than what Scott was offering, thinking if he agreed, Henry would more
readily understand my acceptance. Scott put his coffee down and looked at me as if he couldn’t
believe what I’d said, and responded, “No way. No way.”I said, “Okay, no problem.” Honestly, I
thought that was the end of our conversation, that I’d be working for Henry Todd as I had the
year before, but then Scott said, “Think about it, what I’m offering you,” and he got up to leave for
another appointment at the Ministry of Tourism. As he was leaving, he said, “Let’s have breakfast
again in the morning at Mike’s. Nine? Think about it.”The next morning Boukreev arrived earlier
than the appointed 9:00 A.M. at Mike’s Breakfast, a restaurant in the Durbar Marg area that is
popular with American climbers and the expatriates of Kathmandu because of its coffee and
pancakes, a conscious pandering to home-away-from-home comfort food desires. Finding a
table, Boukreev rehearsed the English for what he was going to say to Fischer, that he would
agree to the terms as Fischer had offered them the day before. Boukreev was not going to hold
out for the additional dollars. The relationship with Mountain Madness, he thought, could be a
productive one, and if it had no beginning, it might not have a future. Thirty minutes went by; then
an hour was gone. Boukreev ordered breakfast, suspecting Fischer had changed his mind, that
the opportunity was lost.I had already finished breakfast and had paid the waiter when I noticed
Scott walking into the restaurant with his agent, P. B. Thapa of HimTreks, the Kathmandu
company that would be organizing logistics for the Mountain Madness expedition in Nepal. Scott
came to my table, smiling as always, said, “Good morning,” and immediately, before I could even
respond, said, “Are you ready to go to Everest with me?” And I said, joking with him, “Are you
ready to pay me my price?” Without hesitation he said, “Yes.”The decision made, P. B. Thapa,
Fischer, and Boukreev began to discuss details of expedition planning. Of immediate concern to
Fischer was the oxygen he needed to order for his climbers. He’d heard about a new Russian
source, Poisk (meaning “quest” in English) in St. Petersburg. They were supplying a lightweight,
titanium canister that was at least one-half kilogram (1.1 pounds) lighter than the usual three-liter
canister used on the mountain, and Fischer was interested in keeping the weight down for his
clients. Boukreev had contacts in the St. Petersburg factory, and it was agreed that as soon as
he came back from Manaslu, Boukreev would begin negotiations with Poisk.A few days later I
met with Scott at the hotel where my Georgian friends were staying, and I showed him some
high-altitude tents made in the Urals that the Georgians had used in their ascent of Dhaulagiri.
Good quality, and proven in the raging winds at high altitude. Scott bought one of them and said
he would like for me to have another manufactured to his specifications, and it was agreed that,



like the oxygen, I would tend to getting it ordered.Boukreev and Fischer parted, both pleased
with their agreement. For the first time in years, Boukreev could see real possibilities ahead, and
this year, because Fischer agreed to advance him some money on his contract, he wouldn’t
have to sell his ice ax or any other gear to get a ticket home. Similarly, Fischer was satisfied. For
his expedition and his clients he had been able to secure the services of one of the Himalaya’s
strongest climbers. Boukreev, he told friends later, was hired for a very specific purpose. “If we
get our butts into trouble, Anatoli will be there to pull us off the mountain.”Karen Dickinson
recalled Fischer’s excitement over having recruited Boukreev. “I heard Scott say, ‘You couldn’t
ask for a stronger climber than Anatoli to be up there with you. Who knows what might happen
up there?’ ”*A few months after his rescue on K2, Gary Ball died on Dhaulagiri from an ailment
similar to the one he had suffered on K2.CHAPTER 3DOING THE DEALSFor Scott’s invitation
to join his Everest expedition, I was grateful, and I was very eager to develop a close working
relationship with him. I thought about my friends, mountaineers like me, who would never have
such an opportunity. Their dreams smashed by the financial realities that came with the breakup
of the Soviet Union, many of them would never go to the mountains again. I thought of the
climbers who had died in their attempts to advance Soviet mountaineering, attempts that in the
history of high-altitude climbing had become legendary. It was an insult, I thought, that what
many of them had died for was now suffering its own slow death.In early November, Boukreev
and the members of the Kazakh team continued their preparations for the Manaslu climb. Still
tired, both psychologically and physically, from his ascent on Dhaulagiri little more than a month
earlier, Boukreev was committed to the Kazakh effort and focused on the challenge. Like all high-
altitude attempts, this one would have its risks, and to them could be added that it was a winter
ascent and that some of the team’s members were young and relatively inexperienced. In
combination—the vagaries of winter weather and untested talent—these elements didn’t
improve the odds, but Boukreev, encouraged by the strength of the more senior climbers, some
of whom had summited Kanchenjunga (8,586 m) with him in 1989, was not overly concerned.
Later, he would say, “The end of every road is only the beginning of a new one, even longer and
more difficult.” The road to Manaslu almost proved fatal.Fischer, who had flown to Denmark after
hiring Boukreev, was at the beginning of his own road, building the team he would take to
Everest. He had gone to Copenhagen to spend some time with Lene Gammelgaard, thirty-four,
a lawyer-therapist-adventurer whom he’d met in the Himalaya in 1991 and with whom he’d been
conducting a personal correspondence since then. In their exchanges they had been open and
revealing, Fischer about career and personal issues, Gammelgaard about life, ambition, and her
interests in climbing, both of them about their futures.Gammelgaard recalled, “When we met in
1991, we kept on writing, thinking maybe we could meet up and climb something in Europe, or I
could go to Alaska and we could climb something. Then, finally in 1995, everything sort of got
together.”Fischer had encouraged Gammelgaard to join his 1995 expedition to Broad Peak, to
climb her first 8,000er, but in the years that had intervened since their first meeting,
Gammelgaard had made a decision. She wasn’t going to climb the big ones. She had new



priorities, and she took them to Pakistan to personally discuss them with Fischer.“I went knowing
I was going to leave mountaineering behind,” she said. “I wanted a family; I wanted kids; I wanted
to settle down, sort of keep my drive, but I didn’t want to be out there climbing mountains.”With
the expedition team, Fischer and Gammelgaard hiked the trekking trail to the Broad Peak Base
Camp, and Gammelgaard clearly laid out her decision to Fischer. “It was kind of a turnaround
point for me, where I decided, ‘Okay … I’m going to be satisfied with the trek and see if I feel
happy about that.’ So that was a very conscious decision. ‘Okay, I’m grown up now. I’m making
the wise decision.’ ”Gammelgaard was resolute, firm, decided. “Then Scott asked me if I wanted
to go to Everest in spring 1996.” Without hesitation, without a moment of reflection,
Gammelgaard immediately answered, “Yes!” No Scandinavian woman had ever summited
Everest; she had held it as a dream for years. She had one more mountain to climb.“I went back
to Denmark [thinking], ‘I’m going to take it easy and see if this guy survives Broad Peak, because
if he doesn’t, there’s not going to be an Everest expedition.’ So I sort of hold the horses for a
while, until I got the message that he was safe down. Then I started working to get sponsors
together.”Fischer wanted Gammelgaard on the expedition and had offered to assist in her fund-
raising efforts. Gammelgaard remembered, “[It was] hard work, eight, ten hours a day,
continuously calling, writing, promoting, using the press to create some public image and attract
sponsors. So that was sort of a strategically planned, media-using job, to get money
together.”Fischer had raised his share of money in the past and was helpful to Gammelgaard,
but he was not his usual self. “He was going on a huge expedition to Kilimanjaro in January
1996,” she recalled. “He had a very, very tough schedule from January until he was going to
Everest… . I was shocked about how exhausted he was. He was totally exhausted. And he kept
on being exhausted. He kept on being sick… . Here’s a friend, and … so I tried whatever you can
do to a grown-up man [suggesting] … you have to rest, you have to really, really rest, maybe you
have to rest for half a year, maybe you have to rest for a whole year. Because his whole life he
has been pushing himself, and so far being able to cope with it, because he was a very, very
strong physical personality.”Fischer, Gammelgaard knew, was struggling with his personal limits.
After his 1995 Broad Peak expedition and its challenges, he had written to Gammelgaard and
said that he “had to get humble; I [have] to learn to be humble, because I don’t want to die in the
mountains.”One of the problems, as Gammelgaard saw it, was the image that people had of him,
one he felt he had to maintain. “It was really shocking to see in Pakistan that the people who
were on the support trek, the only thing they could see was their image of a hero. They just
couldn’t see the human being. They just absolutely were totally blind to the reality. They had that
picture of what a hero should be, and they addressed him like that, but they couldn’t see him,
and I thought, ‘Is that an American symptom? How can they be so blind?’ And I think maybe the
people in Mountain Madness … the business partners … they might also have been … not
dragging him back, saying now you have to … settle down and find the ground. They needed
him for creating the money, and he was playing the game, too, so he’s to blame; there’s nobody
else to blame; he’s a grown-up man.”By December 6, the Kazakhs and I, ten of us altogether,



had advanced to 6,800 meters on Manaslu, where we spent an incredibly cold night. The
outside temperature got as low as minus forty degrees centigrade. The next day we advanced to
7,400 meters and, on a platform of hard-packed snow, set up what would be our highest-altitude
camp, Camp IV, the place from which we would make our bid for the summit. Into each of our
two four-person tents we crammed five climbers, and we weathered the night where winds blew
at close to sixty miles an hour. Looking at a temperature gauge periodically, I noted that the
temperature hardly ever got above minus twenty degrees centigrade.The next morning at 4:00
A.M., hoping to leave at the same hour, the ten climbers began their preparations for the final
assault, but in the crowded tents it was impossible for everyone to ready themselves at the same
time, and the decision was made to stagger the departures. At 6:00 A.M. the first climbers began
their ascent along the gradual slope of hard snow and ice that lead to the corniced ridge of the
summit. Between 10:00 and 11:30 A.M., eight of the ten climbers summited. Two others, Michael
Mikhaelov and Demetri Grekov, who had tired early in the climb, had turned back before making
the summit.By 2:00 P.M. all the eight climbers who had summited made it back to Camp IV,
where Michael Mikhaelov and Demetri Grekov, who had previously descended, were waiting.
We took a brief moment to warm ourselves and then began our descent. While descending
toward Camp III, I noticed that many of the climbers were moving slowly and having a difficult
time because of their prolonged exposure to the cold and altitude. By 6:00 P.M., in the darkness,
eight of us had made it to Camp III, but somewhere above something had happened to
Mikhaelov and Grekov. At Camp IV they had appeared fine, prepared to descend with us, but
now they were missing. A radio message from Base Camp gave us some information, but no
answers.From the base camp the two missing climbers had been seen through binoculars and
telephoto lenses not long after we started our descent sitting in the snow on a steep face just
below Camp IV. I could only imagine that they had misjudged their strength and had spent all
their power.With the message about the missing two, Shafkat Gataullin, a young Kazakh
climber, and myself, without having had an opportunity to warm ourselves or to take a hot drink,
started back up the mountain. Our ascent was hampered by the night, and because we were
afraid that the batteries in our headlamps would fail at a critical moment we turned our lamps on
and off as we needed them. Finally, after three hours, we found the climbers, down on the ice.
One of them had somehow come out of his crampons* and didn’t have the strength to fasten
them again to his boots. Getting the climbers to their feet, I tethered them to my climbing
harness, and with Gataullin’s assistance we descended through a night fog and temperatures
that were almost as cold as the night before our summit bid.Just above Camp III a couple of the
Kazakh team members, having seen the descending climbers’ headlamps, climbed up to meet
Boukreev and the others and to give them hot tea. Mikhaelov and Grekov relaxed at the sight of
the illuminated tents below them and began to eagerly drink down the hot tea. Distracted by the
tea and relieved by the proximity of the warm tents, one of the climbers lost his balance and
slipped on the ice. Tumbling as he fell, he pulled the other climber and Boukreev behind him over
a fifteen-meter ice wall and onto the face of Manaslu.With a jerk, I was torn from my ice ax,



which I had used in belaying* the pair. Sliding down the mountain and falling more than twenty
meters, we were stopped by a rope that I had fixed to an anchor† just a moment after we had
stopped for tea. No one was seriously injured, but somehow I lost my gloves in the fall. In the
fifteen minutes it took to get to our tents at Camp III, my hands were frostbitten, but fortunately,
my exposure was for a short time and I did not suffer any lasting damage.Boukreev would later
say, “There is not enough luck in the world. That night I got somebody’s share.”Returning to
Kathmandu with the Kazakh team, his fellow climbers safe and without frostbite, Boukreev
checked into the offices of P. B. Thapa of HimTreks, Fischer’s agent. In the several weeks that
Boukreev had been on Manaslu, a number of faxes had arrived for him from the offices of
Mountain Madness. Fischer wanted Boukreev, as soon as he could, to begin negotiations with
Poisk in St. Petersburg for the purchase of the expedition’s oxygen supply and to arrange with
the tent makers in the Urals to manufacture the tent he’d talked to Boukreev about in
Kathmandu.Depleted from his back-to-back climbs of two 8,000-meter peaks and eager to see
his mother, who had been widowed the year before, Boukreev returned to Kazakhstan for a brief
rest; then, after a New Year’s celebration with friends, he headed to Russia to do his
deals.Traveling to St. Petersburg on a gray, freezing day to visit the Poisk oxygen factory,
Boukreev considered how fortunate he was to have signed on with Fischer. He knew the “joke”
that during the winter it was the Kazakhs, Georgians, Ukrainians, and other “outsiders” who
stood on the street corners to peddle shish kebabs while the Russians got the jobs next to the
furnaces in the foundries. While he is a native of Russia, Boukreev strongly identifies with the
Kazakhs of his adopted country, and being a high-altitude mountaineer he laughingly jokes that
he qualifies for his own minority status. He was glad not to be standing on the street, stoking a
brazier.Boukreev worked diligently, but by January 29, there was still not an oxygen deal. There
had been complications. Boukreev’s negotiations with Poisk had hit a wall. In his conversations
with factory representatives he was told that Henry Todd of Himalayan Guides, with whom
Boukreev had gone to Everest in 1995, had cornered the market on oxygen, that he had made
an advance purchase agreement on the condition that he be the sole supplier for Everest,
effectively making him the exclusive distributor of Poisk. Boukreev, who had introduced Todd to
factory personnel at Poisk the year before, was nonplussed.Boukreev and Karen Dickinson, who
was handling Mountain Madness business while Fischer was in Africa leading an expedition on
Kilimanjaro, had a problem. In late March the clients who were signing on for Everest were to
depart for Kathmandu, and by as early as the first week in May they could be making their bid for
the summit. They needed oxygen to climb; Mountain Madness didn’t have any.Miffed by Todd’s
attempt to corner the Poisk oxygen supply, Boukreev suggested to Dickinson that Mountain
Madness consider another supplier, Zvesda in Moscow, where he knew he could get a better
price than what Todd was charging.In his Edinburgh apartment office Henry Todd got a phone
call from Poisk. “Henry, what’s going on here? We’ve been threatened by Anatoli that if he
doesn’t get a deal through us he’s going to Zvesda.” Todd, like the winter coal fire that burned in
his living room, began to smolder: “I’m very bad with people trying to get an upper hand. I like to



have the drop. I’m not going to shoot, but I like to have the drop.”Boukreev opened discussions
with Zvesda but continued to pursue his conversations with Poisk. If Poisk relented and did a
deal with him, he could save Mountain Madness almost a third of the price Todd was asking and
perhaps even make a small commission for himself. In West Seattle, Dickinson scurried around
to get her passport renewed, because if Mountain Madness was going to get the Poisk deal,
Boukreev told her, they were going to want cash up front, on the table. She had to be ready to fly
with a suitcase full of dollars.Fischer had been clear in his preference. He wanted to keep the
carry weight of the oxygen canisters low. At high altitude, weight matters, and he wanted to
maximize his clients’ shot at the summit, so Mountain Madness came up with a compromise
plan. They would purchase their Poisk canisters from Todd, just enough to supply their clients for
the summit push. The balance of the oxygen, what they calculated the clients would need at
lower elevations and what the Sherpas would need in their climbing efforts, they would order
from Zvesda. Zvesda’s canisters, while they carried four liters as opposed to Poisk’s three liters,
were proportionally heavier.
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Luther Mahoney, “A great book detailing the Mountain Madness side of the 1996 Tragedy. After
watching the 2015 Everest film I became a sponge for all things about the 1996 Everest tragedy
watching 4 documentaries, reading Jon Krakauer and Lou Kasischke's books. Just finished The
Climb (TC) a few hours ago and loved it.For those who do not know this book discuses the 1996
tragedy on Everest that befell two climbing teams. Krakauer's book (into thin air [ITA]) is usually
regarded by the public as the main source of what happened on the mountain. In that book
Krakauer was critical to Anatoli who then released this book to defend himself and his actions
(by not using supplemental oxygen and for descending the mountain rapidly before the team). I
felt bad that Anatoli got a bad wrap for 1996 when he risked his own life several times to save
other climbers.This is a great read for any Everest junkies and is really the only main book that
shows what happened on the Mountain Madness team (Krakauer and Lou's books are from the
other teams POV). The book offers some really good insight into Scott Fischer and the other
MM climbers. IMHO it also clearly explain why Anatoli did not use supplemental oxygen as well
as why he did a rapid descent.The first 60% of the book covers 1996. The next chapter details
his next expedition back up Everest and how he made make-shift graves for Scott and Yasuko
Namba as well as took their small effects to give back to their families. Classy move imho.The
last 30% of the book is a group transcript of the MM group discussing the tragedy shortly after it
happened and is a great read.I am not going to get into who is right or wrong and will let you
decide for yourself. All I will say is that this is a great read and if you read Krakauer's book you
are only getting 1 side of the story. imo all three books should be read as they are all great reads
but also from three distinct POVs.Notes:Worth The Money: Yes! (easily)Would I Recommend It:
Yes!”

Raven, “The true hero of May 10, 1996 on Everest. The story of the man who risked everything
to save lost climbersMay 10, 1996, was the day eight climbers died on Mount Everest. Four
climbers from Rob Hall’s Adventure Consultants Expedition, including Rob; Scott Fisher, leader
of the Mountain Madness Expedition; and three climbers from an Indo-Tibetan Border Police
Expedition that were scaling Everest from the opposite side died of falls or exposure. A member
of the Taiwanese Expedition had died the day before from a fall. Against all odds and left to for
dead, Beck Weathers stumbled into camp under his own steam.As Anatoli states, he is writing
this book as a rebuttal to a perceived disparaging account of his actions in Jon Krakauer's book
Into Thin Air. Anatoli explains his decision to climb without supplementary oxygen, the reasoning
behind his decision to leave Yasuko Namba for dead and why since Beck did survive Anatoli had
not brought him into camp.While some have hailed Anatoli as a near superhuman hero and
others as a man devoted only to his own clients, I do not get that sort of feeling from his words.
Anatoli felt that anyone would have done what he did if he or she were able. He mourned over
Yasuko, gathered her personal item for her family, and even buried her where she fell. He has



said he did not know where Beck was, as Beck had become separated from the others.His
words have the ring of truth. Only those on the mountain that day could pass judgment on any
decision made by anyone else who went through the same disastrous day. Each saw things from
his or her perspective. Anatoli may not have thought himself a hero, but those that he aided can
and have said differently!I give the book four stars…Quoth the Raven…”

JA, “One for the Everest collection. I put off reading The Climb expecting yet more childish
trading of insults between Jon Krakauer and Anatoli Boukreev over ‘who did what’ up there in
the Everest Death Zone in May 1996. Reading Into Thin Air, the actions of Boukreev – a side-
player at best – had no bearing on the overall design of that disastrous day. So he made a rapid
descent to his tent at Camp IV rather than hang around? So he climbed without supplemental
oxygen? So what? Krakauer decided to make an issue out of it and so the whole childish spat
began, demeaning Into Thin Air in my opinion. But curiosity got the better of me and I wanted to
read Boukreev’s version.The first half of the book is interesting – surprisingly so, and well-written
– and fills in gaps in the story in the same way that Lou Kasischke’s After The Wind casts a
different light on many of the things which Krakauer writes about. Boukreev saw his role as more
Sherpa than guide. He was there for his stamina and mountaineering skills. He sounds taken
aback when Scott Fischer admonishes him for not interacting more with the clients: helping
them put up their tents and so on. He did not see his role as “hand-holding”. Like the Sherpa, he
was there to blaze the trail, fix the ropes and act in a sort of fireman’s role.Krakauer, who was not
even on the same team, derides Boukreev as ‘the guide who abandoned his clients’, but that is
not how it comes across in this version. Boukreev was his own man. If he felt that it was the right
thing to go back down to Camp IV to be ‘on call’ in case help was needed later, that was his
decision. There is a lot of discussion about whether or not Fischer told him to go back down, but
this seems like a moot point. All of the Mountain Madness clients survived while many of
Krakauer’s Adventure Consultants co-climbers did not.The chronology runs through the
acclimatisation phase to the May 10 summit push and the rescues at Camp IV. Then it gives way
to the familiar “Krakauer v Boukreev” claims and counter-claims which are frankly neither here
nor there. Everything that you read in all the books written about May 1996 – Fischer’s
exhaustion and health problems, confusion over rope-fixing and oxygen, missing the turnaround
times, problems with the Sherpa, the pressure of having journalists on the team – all points to
just a colossal screw-up in which poor planning, bad execution and the fickle Everest weather
conspired to claim so many lives.Into Thin Air is a fine book which captured the imagination and
is still provoking comment more than 20 years after the events described. While it may not be as
slick, The Climb is a fascinating take on the story which brings out the personality of Boukreev,
this immensely tough, very Russian, machine-like mountaineer who survived all this only to lose
his life on Annapurna just 18 months later.”

Teal&Tail, “Interesting reading. A very interesting book , writing by first experience by the guide



who rescued three people in that fateful night. I couldnt put the book down, and I was amazed
and rather sad that after all his efforts that day and nearly to die himself he was downgraded by
another client,writer who was there with another climbing company. A must read book to get a
very personal view of the events. Sadly Everest climbing it is now a very commercial venue,
where inexperience climbers have access to it for a high price, not only money , but their own
lives. How Sherpas risk their own lives too to assist with the business, clients and companies ,
how the mountain is getting littered with rubbish and humans excrements, and how the tailgating
to access the summit in the Dead Zone is exposing more than ever the dangers to be waiting
there.A madness in a world where money doesnt see or care about the human cost or the
Planet.”

jdc, “Jon Krakauer seems to be a nasty piece of work. I read Into Thin Air about twenty years
before reading this. It was gripping, but I already made my mind up about Jon Krakauer (Author
of Into Thin Air) and Anatoli Boukreev (Author of this book), so I didn't really think I needed to
read this book.What I thought after reading Into Thin Air and before reading The Climb:Lots of
holes in a cheese aligned to make the tragedyAnatoli Boukreev was a heroJon Krakauer spent
the night of the disaster in a tent. He was the only client to summit and survive from his team - he
must have felt guilty about that. He must have wanted someone else to blame to mitigate that
guilt - he chose Aantoli. He came across rather arrogant and dismissive of people more expert
than him. I wonder why many more people didn't question his motives after reading Into Thin
Air? It certainly didn't seem right to me at the time.What I learned from The Climb:My reading
between the lines of Into Thin Air seemed entirely correct. In fact, Anatoli Boukreev's account
rings even more true, especially as the debriefing tapes confirm the consistency of his story.Jon
Krakauer was even worse than I thought (what appear to be deliberate inconsistencies in his
story vs others' accounts). It isn't pleasant or constructive to lay blame as he did.G Weston
DeWalt has clearly spent a lot of time getting everything correct and making sure he got all his
facts straight when writing the book. You can see the care and thought put into it, not to grab the
readers attention with drama and lies, but to give a clear and true account.Overall, this book lays
the record straight without pointing the finger of blame, but illustrating how such as disaster
occurred. Questions remain unanswered, but this gives the reader enough to know what to think.
I would not recommend Into Thin Air and I would definitely recommend this, as a more balanced,
and better researched, and fair portrayal.”

Maclh, “Essential reading. It is essential to read this alongside, or before, or after, Jon Krakauer's
book, to give a broader picture of the events of 1996 (although I have learnt most about the
mistakes made from Kasischke's 'After the Wind'); there is a prolonged effort to answer
Krakauer's criticisms, and fair enough, I would if I thought I had a legitimate beef, and if all the
slanging leaves you cold, you don't have to read it. The meat of the book is about Boukreev and
his experiences of 1996, and it's fascinating and well-written, although a little disconcerting to



read his thoughts transcribed in more effective English, and then to come upon his true voice,
where his English is less able (but a great deal better than most people's Russian!). There are
more than one side to most coins, and it would be unfortunate to assume that any one account
of that fateful year is the entire story, so this is essential reading alongside Krakauer (and
others). The one bit that didn't illuminate much for me was the transcription of the participants'
post-mortem; I found that a bit long-winded.”
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